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1 
Resource allocation is an  important topic in project manageirient. Although 
based on the goal of minimizing project duration, many heuristic methods have 
been developed [4,5], most of them can not reach the rriinirrium project cost, 
[2,6]. However, in governments, the cost rninimizing approach of Program- 
ming, Planning, and Budgetary System (PPBS) is commonly used. Therefore. 
Wang and Fu (W&F) [7] have developed a model to minimize the total project 
cost when the precedence of delivery, c,apacity constraint, and time-window 
requirement are taken into considerations. Since resource demands and the to- 
tal budget are difficult to precisely estimate for large-scale, long-term projects. 
Hussein and Abo-Sinna [3] have proposed a fuzzy dynamic programming to 
solve resuurce allocation problerns with recursive relation function. However. 
since it is not easy to divide the project network into separatr stages, it  is not 
suitable for project management. Hence, how to control uncertain demands 
and budget in the frarriwork of WkF's  Model is our target. 
In  Section 2 we consider the fuzzy cases in W&F Model when insufficient 
resources are taken into account. Then, in Section 3 a method is proposed to 
transform it into the form of a linear programming (LP) model so tha t  it can 
be solved by the existing methods. Conclusions are made in Section 4. 
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2 F'uzzy Resource Allocation Models 
If a project mariager is riot sure about the resource demand of each activity 
arid the total budget of liis project, how to schedule the project with total 
allowed resources so that the total cost will be minimized? Since the amounts 
of resource demand and budget limit are vague, a manager may describe the 
supplied resources (Ev Qrj) of each activity ( i l j )  "essentially equal to" i ts  es- 
timated demand ( d i j )  and the total cost (21) of the project "essentially less 
than or equal to" the budget limit ( b l )  respectively. Therefore, they can be ex- 
pressed by fuzzy relations of N and = respectively with degrees of compatibility 
on tolerance. 
In addition, since the amounts of demands are vague, its sum may exceed 
the totoal amount of resources supplied by all teams, and thus may cause 
insufficient. resources of the project. Hence, by taking this uncertainty into 
accoui;t mid when th? precedence of delivery, capacity constraint, and time 
window of delivery are considered, we have the following model. 
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where 
n: the number of nodes (events). 
m:  the number of teams (vehicles). 
a i j :  the earliest starting time at arc ( i , j ) .  
b i j :  the latest starting time a t  arc ( i , j ) .  
d i j :  the demand of arc ( i ) j ) .  
61: the limit of a project’s budget. 
cL1: the cost of time and  distance of tearn w at arc ( i , j ) .  
c : ~ ~ :  the penalty cost of waiting team v at* arc  ( i , j ) .  
c : ~ ~ :  the loading cost of team w at arc ( i , j ) .  
cij4: the very large penalty cost of lack resources a t  arc. ( i , j ) .  
le,: the capacity of tearn w. 
L i j :  an  artificail variable which represents the arnount of lack resources a t  arc 
Qrj: the amount of resources delivered by team w a t  arc ( i ,  j ) .  
T’’: the starting time of team v a t  arc ( Z , j ) .  
Y,;: the arc ( i , j )  along which the resources are delivered (Y,Y = 1) 
or not (yi: = 0 )  by team w. 
21: the objective value of Model 1. 
z :  the fuzzified version of =. Its meanning is ”essentially equal to”.  
L -: the fuzzified version of 5.  Its rneanning is ”essentially smaller than or equal 
t 0)’ . 
(4 j ) .  
X i j .  ”’. the  arc ( i ,  j )  is traversed by team v (Xfj = 1) or not (X$ = 0).  
% 
Since the resources are discrete, define relation R:J=”C, QYJ 2 dtJ” as a 
N 
+-+,, 
a l l 1  
+ E,, QrJ=dzJi fuzzy set, then we have R&= 
where d i j k  is k‘” resource dernand of activity (i,j) with the degree of possi- 
bility C Y i J k .  Similarly, allow budget to be exceed by T -  amount of rnoney on 
R2 
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have the membership function of the budget limit as below. 
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If cZ34 --+ CO, then, we have the following observations from the concept of 
Big M method [I]: if we obtain an optimal solution of Model 1 with a t  least one 
L,j # 0 (L* # O ) ,  then the project is under insufficient condition; otherwise, 
L,, = 0,  V i ,  j (L* = 0) is the optimal solution under the sufficient condition. 
3 Solution Method 
Since I+ indicates the amount of insufficient resources, it is the less the better. 
By applying the concspt of Big M method, let c i j 4  = r n a x i , j , . ( ~ ~ ~ , , c ~ ~ ~ , c ~ ~ ~ } .  
Hence in this Section we can use a-cut to  transform the above models. At 
first, since the type of fuzzy demand is discrete, its relation between the amount 
of delivery and demand must satisfy all of its possible demand. Thus let d& = 
max{ di j  1,  . . . , d i j k }  denote the maximal value of possible resource dernand a t  
activity ( i , j ) ,  then we can modify their relation of Qt 5 XGdij in Model 1 
to  QYj 5 Xrjdzj. Second, using the rnax-min concept, we hope that the low- 
est satifactory degree of whole possible demands can be as large as possible. 
This leads to  the relation a - ck aijkDijk 5 0 and objective function, m a x a .  
Third,  since the budget limit is bl  which is allowed to be exceed r - , we can use 
a-cut to transform its membership function into Cy=l ErZl crjlXG + 
Cr=i Zr=1 E,”=, c ~ ~ ~ ( X ~ ’ - K ~ ) + C ~ = ~   cry^ Cj”=, CYj3QYj+C;=i E,”=, cij4Lij+ 
r - a 5 b l i +  r - . Therefore, Model 1 becomes Model 2 as below. 
Model 2 
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where 
dz,k:  the k th  possible dernand of arc ( i , j ) .  
d:,: the maximal value of possible demand of arc (i,j).  
D2,k: the k th  demand is satisfied (D,,k = 1) or not (D$,k = 0). 
c X , j k :  the membership function value of k t h  possible demand of arc ( i , j ) .  
cy: thy a,itisfactory dcgree of the project. 
After the transformation, although Model 2 has 47i2~tl+1i2k+?1+1 variables 
and 571’ + 37i2ni + Tint + 3 constraints, they can be solved by existing software 
package. A manager can obtain his maximal satisfactory level under sufficient 
resource condition with L,, = 0. Alternatively, the rnanager will know when 
and which activity he must supplement resources presented by L,, > 0. 
4 Conclusions 
The  payer considers rnodel of resource allocation problem when insufficient 
resources are considered. The  model can be transformed into simpler forms of 
LP by using rt-cut skill and rnax - min concept. Although they need extra 
n’k + 71 + 1 variables and 211’ + 1 constraints, we can solve them directly 
by the existing methods. The  results show that with the proposed model, 
the resources along each route delivered by respective teams can be clearly 
presented. 
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